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The Battle of Jutland: A Family Perspective
Paul Carter
31st May 2016 marked the hundredth anniversary of the battle of
Jutland, the largest sea battle between the British and German fleets to
take place in the 20th century. While there is rightly a lot of attention
focussed on the anniversary and the huge loss of life, my thoughts turn
to one sailor in particular who sailed out with the Grand Fleet that day.
My great-grandfather William
Gray was born in Dundee in 1885,
the son of an iron founder, also
called William, and Jessie (née
McLaren). On 29th October 1909,
at the age of 24, William enlisted
with the Royal Navy for a term of
twelve years. It was a life
changing few days for William as
just 24 hours before committing
himself to the Navy, he married
Florence Maria Hornsby at
Gateshead Register Office.

William and Florence Gray with their daughter Florence (Dolly), c1911

The discovery that William had been at Jutland came whilst analysing
his naval service record at The National Archives, TNA, (ADM 188/
Royal Navy registers of seamen’s services 1873-1924). These
documents detail each ship or base the sailor has served on, complete
with start and end dates. In William’s case, he was assigned to the brand
new battleship HMS Benbow in October 1914, where he remained until
July 1916.
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William Gray’s naval service record, showing his period of service on board
HMS Benbow.

HMS Benbow was an Iron Duke-class dreadnought battleship,
commissioned on 7th October 1914, 190m in length, with a beam of
27m and was crewed by just over a thousand men during wartime.
Dreadnought was a term to describe a new type of giant battleship,
named after the first one to be built, HMS Dreadnought (1906). The
impact these new ships had in terms of physical size, speed and
firepower, made all built before pretty much redundant. So by the start
of the First World War, fleets were measured by the number of
2

dreadnoughts at their disposal and older battleships were described as
“pre-dreadnoughts”. Typical of this type of ship, the Iron Duke class
was fitted out with some fearsome weaponry; ten 13.5 inch guns, twelve
6 inch guns, as well as anti-aircraft guns and torpedo tubes.

HMS Benbow, Iron Duke-class dreadnought

The Grand Fleet of 1914 was the latest incarnation of centuries of proud
naval tradition. Nelson’s victory at Trafalgar had occurred just over a
hundred years previously and the nation believed the fleet were not only
invincible but that a battle with the Germans would have only one
outcome. These beliefs were not entirely without foundation. HMS
Benbow was one of 151 combat ships to head out into the North Sea to
intercept the Germans, a formidable fleet which comprised 28
dreadnought battleships, 9 battlecruisers, 8 armoured cruisers, 26 light
cruisers and 78 destroyers.
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This fleet, based primarily at Scapa Flow in the Orkney Islands, had
spent much of the early years of the war concentrating on maintaining
a blockade, to keep the German fleet at bay and restrict the supply of
goods by sea to Germany and her allies. The Germans always knew
they had little chance of winning a full-on battle, with their fleet just
two-thirds the size of the British. Instead they believed their only
success would be to entice smaller numbers of British ships to come
after them, in response to raids in the North Sea or attacks along the
English coastline.
The German stance changed however in January 1916 when Admiral
Reinhard Scheer was put in charge of the High Seas Fleet. He believed
that too much caution had been exercised and that despite the numerical
disadvantage, the Germans had better ships and better men. So, in April
1916 an ambitious plan was put in place to position submarines close
to the British naval bases and attempt to lure larger numbers of ships
towards the waiting German fleet.
Unfortunately for the Germans, the British were aware of every part of
the plan well in advance, thanks to them obtaining a copy of the main
German code book from a ship captured in 1914. This enabled the
British Admiralty to decode most of the German naval signals and be
forewarned of the whole battle plan. So it was that HMS Benbow,
carrying Engine Room Artificer (ERA) William Gray, steamed out of
the safe waters at Scapa Flow on the night of 30th May, alongside
fifteen other dreadnoughts and three battlecruisers. Their destination
was the North Sea, just off the coast of the Jutland peninsula of
Denmark. British fleet commander Admiral John Jellicoe planned to
prevent the German fleet from leaving the straits of Skagerrak (the
German name for the battle), to the north of Jutland.
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Map of the Battle of Jutland, showing the relative routes and positions of the
Grand Fleet and the High Seas Fleet

HMS Benbow acted as the flagship for the 4th Battle Squadron,
commanded by Vice-Admiral Sir Doveton Sturdee. In this role she led
the battleships HMS Bellerophon, HMS Temeraire and HMS
Vanguard. As they headed into the North Sea, the 4th Battle Squadron
was immediately to starboard of the fleet flagship, the HMS Iron Duke,
under Admiral Jellicoe’s command.
On the morning of 31st May, a reconnaissance force led by six fast
battlecruisers, under the guidance of Jellicoe’s second-in-command
Admiral David Beatty, headed out from the Firth of Forth with the aim
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of rendezvousing with Jellicoe to the west of the mouth of the
Skagerrak.
What happened next remains the source of great controversy and debate
but in the first engagements of the battle, Beatty’s force encountered
their German counterparts, commanded by Vice-Admiral Franz Hipper,
an exchange which ended in the sinking of HMS Indefatigable and
HMS Queen Mary, with the loss of over 2000 men.
Hipper’s plan was to lure the remaining battlecruisers south towards the
waiting Scheer and the German battle fleet but when Beatty saw the
vanguard of the German line he ordered 180 degree turn to try to draw
the Germans back towards Jellicoe’s main force. Jellicoe sent ships
south to support Beatty but in the ensuing action a further dreadnought,
HMS Invicible was destroyed.
In a classic Naval manoeuvre known as ‘Crossing the T’, Jellicoe led
his dreadnoughts directly into the path of the German line, enabling the
British ships to target a number of enemy vessels at once. As the sun
started to set, the major engagements of the battle and indeed of the
dreadnoughts during the First World War, were already over.
Aware that the Grand Fleet were deficient in night time combat, at
21:00 Jellicoe placed a screen of cruisers to the north while he headed
south to try to cut off an escape route. Scheer however managed to
navigate his force through, back to the safety of their home waters.
As well as the battlecruisers, three British cruisers and eight destroyers
were lost. The Germans did not escape lightly; the crippled battlecruiser
Lützow was torpedoed by their own side to avoid it falling into British
hands; a pre-dreadnought, four light cruisers and five destroyers were
also lost. In total 6,094 British sailors lost their lives and 2,551
Germans.
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For me, perhaps the saddest story on a day of much sadness, was the
loss of the cruiser HMS Black Prince. Just after midnight on 1st June,
detached from her squadron and lost in the darkness, the ship took
position back in what was thought to be the British line when in fact it
was the Germans. Realising the error too late, Black Prince turned away
but was destroyed at point blank range by overwhelming German
gunfire. All 857 crew on board perished.

The tragic losses at sea were only
the beginning as the country
began to hear stories that the
unthinkable had happened, the
Grand Fleet had failed to destroy
the Germans. Worse, the Germans
declared it a victory, justifying
this on the numbers of ships and
men lost by both sides. In Britain,
the
recriminations
followed
quickly.
The Times of 3rd June printed an
announcement from the Secretary
of the Admiralty under the
headline “Great Naval Battle.
Heavy Losses. Six British
Cruisers Sunk. Eight Destroyers
Lost…. Enemy Fleet Battered”.

The Times, Saturday 3rd June 1916, page 8
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The official report into the battle effectively laid the blame on Jellicoe,
saying he was too cautious and made some tactical errors. Beatty was
particularly vocal and replaced Jellicoe when the Admiral was
promoted away from active duty to become First Sea Lord. Conversely
blame has been laid at Beatty’s door; two battlecruisers lost when he,
against orders, went after Hipper in the early stages of the battle. Beatty
equally was deficient in keeping Jellicoe informed of the position and
course of the High Seas Fleet.
By July, attention was taken away by the terrible events occurring at
the Somme in Northern France. However the reverberations continued
and the unshakeable belief in British naval invincibility was irreparably
damaged.

I feel privileged to have had
first-hand access to some of
the key documents of the
battle; the ship’s log for HMS
Benbow
(TNA
ADM
53/35121 and 35122), which
details in exquisite detail the
routine of life at Scapa Flow
contrasted with the heat of a
great sea battle; and Jutland:
Reports
of
Flag
and
Commanding Officers (TNA
ADM 137/302).

Ship’s log for HMS Benbow (TNA ADM 53/35121)
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Ship’s log for HMS Benbow (TNA ADM 53/35121) in detail for 31st May 1916
9

Jutland: Reports of Flag and Commanding Officers (TNA ADM 137/302)
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Above all though, the most treasured documents are letters written from
on board HMS Benbow by William Gray, to Florence, in the immediate
aftermath of the battle. His words are a telling reflection as to the mood
of the men who were there and the fierce loyalty they felt.

Letter 1st June from William Gray on board HMS Benbow
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Thursday June 1st 1916
My Dearest Wife,
I suppose you will have seen by the papers that the two Fleets have met
at last. We had a great day and plenty of excitement you bet. I am
writing this in the evening and up till now don’t know the extent of the
damage or casualties. The Germans appear to have lost very heavily
though and I suppose it will be a long time before they issue forth again,
this is what is left of them. I can tell you Flo that I am all safe and we
came out of it unscathed not hit on the ship. I expect you will have been
anxious, that is if there was anything in the papers about it, but this is
the soonest possible that I could write and I don’t know when this will
be sent off but I must get it posted so that you will get it at the earliest.
I will write you more fully later.
Yours, Will.
Sunday June 4th 2016
My dearest wife,
Received your letter and stamps alright for which many thanks. There
is still nothing doing Flo but expect it this month. Well what do you
think of the great sea battle. It is a great pity that they got away at all
but there, they did and by all accounts it was the fog that allowed them
to do so. They did a lot of damage to our ships before we got on the
scene but they soon showed them off then. The full accounts are not out
yet but it seems pretty equal either side. The German account is
properly ridiculous. They are talking about the supremacy of the seas,
more bluff. They were the ones to break off the action and run to Kiel.
Of course that happened after us, the Battle Fleet, had appeared.
Portsmouth has been hit pretty hard this time. Queen Mary and
Invincible and one or two of the destroyers that have been lost. I know
a few of the chaps on both. I was at the burial of some of the dead today,
very impressive. I am awaiting a full account rather anxiously to see
how things have really gone. So you have had Dolly at the dentist at
last, I am so glad she was good. Sorry to hear you have a cold again.
Look after yourself Flo. Best love dear and kisses to Dolly. Your ever
loving husband, Will.
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Letter 4th June from William Gray on board HMS Benbow
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Letter 5th June from William Gray on board HMS Benbow

Monday June 5th 1916
My Dearest Wife,
Enclosed 30/- let me know if you get it alright. What do you think of the
great battle.
Best love, Will

As news of the public reaction to the battle reached Scapa Flow,
William’s reaction was understandably forthright.
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Letter 10th June from William Gray on board HMS Benbow
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Letter 10th June from William Gray on board HMS Benbow
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Saturday June 10th 1916
My Dearest Wife,
I was pleased to hear that you had received my letter so promptly last
Monday. I knew you would have had an anxious wait and, especially in
view of the almost hysterical papers the press issued about the naval
action. I can assure you that no one was more surprised at the so-called
defeat than we were. It seems too ridiculous for words. I suppose you
will have seen by the papers now, something like the truth which in my
opinion was that Admiral Beatty with his squadron, engaged the whole
German Fleet and held them until we arrived on the scene. That doesn’t
seem much like a defeat, does it; a few ships against the German Navy,
and it is a great shame that the light and weather failed us at the critical
moment. If it had only kept decent for just a little while longer there
would have been no more German Navy. As it was they had a fearful
hammering before they got away, and I have no doubt that when
Admiral Jellicoe’s report is published you will all be agreeably
surprised. He is a great man. I think it will be a long time before they
come out again in any strength, more’s the pity. Everyone would like to
see them come out to give battle. They had a wonderfully narrow squeak
last week and they know it too. All those gains of theirs is sheer bluff
for well they know how near they were to going in properly. It is a great
pity though that the press and the country too, jumped to the wrong
conclusions too quickly last weekend. The Admiralty published our
losses as soon as possible and did not publish theirs for the simple
reason thay they did not know them fully, and I don’t think that they
know them yet. But the Germans are gradually publishing them and by
the time the Commander-in-Chief’s report is known it will be a good
total. But the idea of defeat, it was a victory, and a good substantial one
too. Wasn’t that horrible losing Lord Kitchener like that, what a great
loss to the nation.* It is a wonder there was anyone saved, but I see
there were 12 picked up. It was a wild night when the “Hampshire”
was lost. The fortunes of war, and duty, “In the midst of life we are in
death”. Do you remember Mrs Cole, a neighbour of Mrs Lucas. Her
husband went down in the Black Prince, leaves two children. You are
right, I do know a lot of poor chaps who lost their lives. You remember
17

Mr Self, his son also went down in the “Invincible”. There is bound to
be a lot of mourning in Portsmouth and Devonport. That is the hardest
blow Pompey has had. I had a letter from Lucas. He expects to be called
up shortly. Hope you have got rid of your cold again, is dear little Dolly
alright. Get her teeth attended to at all costs. Best of love Dear and
kisses to Dolly.
Your ever loving husband, Will
* Field Marshall Herbert Kitchener was Secretary of State for War and
the subject of the famous “Your Country Needs You” posters to
advertise recruitment for the largest volunteer army the world had ever
seen. On 5th June 1916, he was travelling on board the cruiser HMS
Hampshire, on his way to attend negotiations in Russia, when the ship
struck a German mine west of the Orkney Islands. The ship sunk, killing
more than 600, including Kitchener and his staff. Only 12 crewmen
survived.
With the benefit of time and reflection on the events leading up to 31st
May 1916 and the battle itself, we are better able to judge the impact of
Jutland on the First World War. While a significant number of tactical
errors were made these ships and their crews had never experienced a
battle at sea before. The Grand Fleet, with its superior numbers and
access to German naval signals, could and should have made the battle
a decisive victory. However, despite the losses, the High Seas Fleet
abandoned further attempts to fight in the North Sea, effectively leaving
the waters clear for the British to continue their blockade of German
ports.
So many men were denied a proper burial, the ships at the bottom of
the North Sea are official grave sites. As we reflect upon these terrible
events one hundred years later, I think not only about those who never
came back to their loved ones, but how lucky my family were to get
William back safe and sound.
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William Gray (R) with some shipmates

These letters form part of an incredible collection, a treasured family
archive, dating from 1901 to the mid-1920s. They were discovered
among the personal effects of William and Florence’s son, also
William, who was to spend the whole of the Second World War at sea
with the Royal Navy.
As well as the sources I refer to in this article, FindMyPast have
published a specially created collection, bringing together the names of
all those who served at Jutland. [http://tinyurl.com/fmpjutland].
Originally published as a blog post at www.pcgenealogy.co.uk, 30th
May 2016.
**************
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‘Feme sole; feme covert’1
‘The bearing of coat-armour by ladies’2
Pat Smith L.H.G. Dip. Gen.
In 1628 Sir Edward Coke wrote that ‘gentry and armes is of the
nature of gavelkinde, for they descend to all sonnes’. So this raises the
question ‘Where does that leave women?’
All women were either maidens, married or widows but they could be
heiresses or co-heiresses if they did not have any brothers, so how was
this status depicted in armory, especially in those memorials of death
known as hatchments? A study of those in the churches of East Kent
has brought to light the several ways this was achieved but they do not
always follow the rules of the ‘science of heraldry’3.
In 1909 Fox-Davies4 expressed 21st century concern about the armorial
status of women by devoting a chapter to the matter but it was linked to
the place of women in the chivalric age rather than modern feminism.
He continues by stating that ‘…a little consideration will show how far
short our knowledge falls of a complete or uniform set of rules’ on the
matter apart from the glib statements in elementary heraldic textbooks.
Franklin devoted a book on the subject fourteen years later but in the
20th century Woodcock and Robinson5 reverted to discussing the

1
English spelling of medieval Anglo-Norman phrases; the modern standard
French spelling would be femme seule and femme couverte.
2
Franklin Charles The bearing of coat armour by Ladies, London 1923
3
Brooke-Little J. P. An Heraldic Alphabet , Macdonald London 1973
4
Fox-Davies Arthur Charles A Complete Guide to Heraldry, London 1909
5
Woodcock Thomas and Robinson John Martin The Oxford Guide to
Heraldry, OUP 1988
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subject in the same manner as Edmonson6 had done, primarily within
the context of the marshalling of arms:
‘Women, unless they are sovereign queens or princesses, by the
rule of heraldry universally observed, bear their paternal arms in a
lozenge or shield; and therefore, when they marry , it has been the
custom to impale their arms with those of their husbands, in order to
show that alliance which is called baron and femme.’7
In summary, a woman is either a daughter known as a feme sole or a
wife known as a feme cover (literally covered woman because she was
under the protection and influence of her husband). The latter term was
based on English law in which …by marriage the husband and wife
become one person. The very being of legal existence of a woman is
suspended during the marriage or at least is incorporated and
consolidated into that of the husband under whose wing, protection,
and cover she performs everything…8
In an Act9 of 1561, where her father was an armiger, prior to her
marriage a maiden lady bears his arms on a lozenge. If she becomes a
widow she continues to bear them on a lozenge together with the arms
of her husband and her status is clear in both circumstances. By the
same act it was agreed that ‘…no inhiritrix eyther mayde wife or widow
should bear or cause to be borne any Creast …’.
The rules of heraldry are clear-cut for a peeress, where a coronet is
placed above her arms thus making her arms obvious10. However, the
question is raised as to how the married women who is not a member
6

Edmonson Joseph A Complete Body of Heraldry, London 1780
ibid
8
Blackstone, William (1769). "Of husband and wife". Commentaries on the
Laws of England (1765–1769). Lonang Institute.
9
Calendar of State Papers [Domestic] IV Eliz I.. xxvi. 31. 1561
10
Fox-Davies q.v.
7
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of the peerage can display her arms prior to her death? After her death,
her status is defined by the colour of the background on her hatchment.
The laws of arms only make provision for a married woman, other than
a peeress in her own right, to display her arms in conjunction with those
of her husband during his lifetime. Fox-Davies comments that early
practice impalement was used only by women as a means of distinction
from her husband since men did not bother to impale arms unless she
was an heiress, which gave him added status. Strictly speaking the use
of an impalement should be described as the manner in which a man
bore arms for himself and his wife. He postulates that that the method
of depicting the arms of a wife on a hatchment is the way a married lady
did display her arms where an identical shield to that of the husband is
used as a vehicle to display the arms, suspended from a ribbon but
without his helm, crest, mantling and motto.
There is an intriguing example of arms being granted to a single person
who was a wife. Occurring in 1558, it was the grant to Dame Mary
Mathew, also known as Dame Marye Jude, wyffe to Sir Andrew Jude,
Knight, Late Lord mayor and Alderman off London. 1558. The grant
that was made during his lifetime shows the arms painted on a shield
but not impaled with those of her husband. This leads to the
presumption that the arms were borne by Marye Jude in her own right,
on a shield without any reference to her husband, the exception to the
rule.
Fox-Davies gives other examples of other patents granted to women,
all of whom are married but they lack consistency of format. This leads
him to conclude that it is impossible to draw any definitive conclusions
as to how a wife or widow should bear a coat of arms for use in other
circumstances than on a hatchment.
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Returning to feme sole, out of one
hundred and ninety three hatchments
listed by Summers 11distributed over
fifty six parishes in East Kent there is
only one that can be described with
certainty as being for an unmarried lady,
displaying the arms of her father,
surmounted by a cherub’s head on a
lozenge with an all black background. It
is that of Ann BROOKE, the daughter of
Robert BROOKE, in Margate St John.

Gules on a chevron argent a lion rampant sable (BROOKE)
There is another example for a maiden in the
same church that displays quartered arms on a
lozenge surmounted by a cherub’s head with an
all black background . Anne Turner BROWN
was an heiress, thus she was entitled to quarter
the arms of her parents on a lozenge, Qly, 1st and
4th Gules a griffin passant and a chief or
(BROWN), 2nd and 3rd Sable a chevron or
ermined sable between three mill rinds argent, on
chief argent a lion passant gules (TURNER).
The hatchment for Mrs Mary SCREVEN (Deal St Leonard) (left) only
adheres to the rules of heraldry in two respects: her arms are on a black
background and mounted on the characteristic lozenge shaped board. It
displays a helm but on close examination of a digitised image it appears
to extend to the head and shoulders of coat armour with a small shield
11

Summers Peter Ed. Hatchments in Britain vol. 5, Phillimore 1985
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attached
to
dexter
surmounted by a torse.
There is no crest but above
the torse is a scroll ‘In
memory
of
MrisMary
Screven who died ye 18th of
June 1687 in ye 18th year of
her age’ The arms are
surrounded by mantling
Gules and argent. Although
the arms Argent gutty a lion
rampant sable crowned or
are those of SCRIVEN of
Frodesley,
Salop
and
Worcestershire but no connection has been made to date.
Unlike other sources Fox-Davies discusses in detail the use of the blue
lover’s knot as a means of suspending the arms of women. An exact
description would be suspension by a thin blue ribbon tied in a manner
described as a lover’s knot, which implies that a woman had a lover,
which, in theory should not be the case for a maiden yet its use was
sanctioned for unmarried ladies. He describes this as ‘…imbecility’
because the rules of armory do not allow its use for a married women
and widows who by definition have gained their lovers except on a
hatchment. In actual fact the knot had no official recognition but was
used frequently in official material and may be considered to be artistic
ornament in the case of single women.
On the diagrammatic summary of the marshalling of arms on
hatchments in every volume edited by Peter Summers12 he depicts the
arms of a deceased spinster on a lozenge on a black background
suspended in this manner and the arms of a deceased married women,
12

Summers Peter Ed. Hatchments in Britain volumes 1-10, Phillimore
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impaled with those of her husband, suspended from a ribbon tied in a
lover’s knot on a black background to sinister.
Clark and Wormull make no mention of the use of this ribbon in their
explanation of the ‘theory of hatchments’, nor does Edmonson.
The ribbon is usually blue as
on the hatchment for Ann
SLATER, (left) who died in
1854 (Margate St John) but
for Harriet D’AETH, (right)
who died in 1864 (Knowlton
St Clements) it is suspended
from a dark red ribbon.
A maiden moved from the single state to the married state and as such
in terms of arms from those of her father to those of her husband. As a
married woman she became known as a feme covert.
The rules on marshalling are clear when the marriage is between an
armiger and the daughter of an armiger, where the husband impales the
arms, in effect of the father of his wife, as they are those used by her as
a maiden so they ‘become as one’. If she is an heiress he bears her arms
in an inescutcheon. In both cases they are displayed on a shield with a
helm surmounted by a crest and include a motto. The rules of heraldry
deny the latter, as inappropriate for a woman. Thus, in effect she
disappears with no legal status as her husband answers for her in all
things until the introduction of the Married Woman’s Property Act.
This is where hatchments and other memorial arms are important as
they indicate a man’s marital status during his life and by implication
that of his partner, to use the terminology of the 21st century.
Although possible divorce was infrequent but the death of a wife,
especially in childbirth was not. This often left her husband with young
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children and the need for a second or even third wife. These changes in
status had an impact in armorial terms for a man.
Divorce means that the marriage returns to the status quo as if the
marriage had not taken place and the wife returns to her maiden name.
In-depth research brought to light the first marriage of Sarah Tournay
BARGRAVE who had been married to Richard HALFORD before he
divorced her on the
grounds of her adultery
with Thomas STAINES
whom she subsequently
married. When he was
made a Knight of the Order
of the Bath his wife
became Lady STAINES,
the title she preferred to
use even after, what was in
effect, her third marriage to
George GUNNING who
survived her. This complex
situation is depicted on her
hatchment.
Because Thomas STAINES had been awarded the Order of the Bath
the ensigns of that order were personal to him and two shields were
used when both parties are alive. After Sir Thomas died, Lady Sarah
STAINES married George GUNNING the only surviving party of these
unions.
Therefore the arms of his wife, Lady Sarah STAINES, formerly Sarah
Tournay BARGRAVE co-heiress with her sister of their father Robert
Tournay BARGRAVE, are place inescutcheon on the arms of Sir
Thomas STAINES on a lozenge in the centre of the hatchment with a
black background behind the dexter shield of Sir Thomas STAINES,
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the lozenge of Lady STAINES and the sinister side of the sinister shield
that depicts the arms of George GUNNING. However, according to
heraldic law a widow can only impale the arms of her husband until she
re-marries13. This is not the case on the hatchment of Dame Sarah
Tournay STAINES wife of George GUNNING Esq. as she is entered
in the burial registers of Margate St John14.
Recent practice allows a divorced woman to use her paternal arms with
a mascle for difference15.
In the churches of East Kent there are twenty four examples of
hatchments with white backgrounds to dexter indicating the husband
surviving and a black background to sinister marking the death of his
wife.
There are four extant examples with the background to dexter white on
which arms are impaled on a shield, without a helm, crest or mantling
and are suspended from a ribbon tied in a lover’s knot. Three depict a
blue ribbon and but the fourth clearly displays a red ribbon as illustrated
above.
Three are surmounted by a coronet in the
correct manner for a female member of the
peerage, sixteen are not surmounted by a
helm, which is also correct for a woman but
neither are they suspended from a ribbon
tied in a lover’s knot; cherubs replace the
helm. A typical example is that of Mary
HONYWOOD (Lyminge St Mary and St
Ethelburga).

13

Worthy Charles Practical Heraldry, London 1889
CCA Burial register Margate St John 1831-1836 pg. 10 U3/140/ 1/26
15
Woodcock and Robinson q.v.
14
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The hatchment of Anne
DOWDESWELL (Margate St
John) illustrates the fact that a
woman can become an
heraldic heiress even if she had
a brother. In this case he was
William PAYNE, with whom
‘she resided for many years’
according to his ledger slab.
Although she was 100 years
old when she died and was
survived by her husband, her
brother pre-deceased her and since he did not have issue, rather than the
extinction of his issue16, she became the heraldic heiress of their father.
This is depicted on her hatchment with her arms on an inescutcheon.
The rules of heraldry are quite clear about a woman not bearing a helm
as she would never fight in battle yet five hatchments of these
hatchments depict a deviation from the rule. They have a black
background to sinister but the arms are surmounted by a helm.

That for Mary COPPIN in
Canterbury St Alphage has a
shield surmounted by a helm
and a crest but a dedication in
place of a motto in base.

16

Woodcock and Robinson q.v.
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In Lynsted St Peter and St Paul
there are three hatchments for a
woman depicting a shield
surmounted by a helm and crest.
That in memory of Dorothy
EVE has an inscription on the
frame ‘Mrs Dorothy EVE, the
wife of Charles EVE of
Canterbury, Gent, died June ye
16th 1755. Interred here the 26th
instant aged 31 years. As the
daughter and heiress of Henry EVE her arms have been impaled and
placed inescutcheon on those of her husband Charles EVE who was her
cousin. His arms bear a crescent as a brisure of cadency for a second
son.17
The others are for the Martha GOTT the first wife of William
HUGESSON and Dorothy TYSSSEN his second wife.
Although very faded, that in Boughton
Malherbe St Nicholas for Margaret
Stoddart DOUGLAS does not depict a
crest above the helm but it does have
the motto ‘Sapientia et veritas’ –
‘Wisdom and Truth’, the motto of
Douglas of Bads in base, again with a
white background to dexter.

17

Hasted Edward The History and topographical Survey of the County of
Kent Vol VI 2nd. Ed. 1798
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The motto of the Drake family ‘Sic parvis magna’ – ‘Thus great things
arise from small’ is depicted on a scroll in base on the hatchment of
Lady Sarah DRAKE, the first wife of Sir Francis Samuel DRAKE
hanging in Deal St Leonard.
Mottos of this nature are not heraldically correct for a woman.
The hatchment for a married woman in Loose All Saints, Sarah
WHATMAN18 is unique. (left) The arms of both husband and wife are
presented in two cartouches, dexter and sinister with a black
background under the sinister
cartouche. A branch of green
leaves stands in place of
supporters with an escallop
surmounting the cartouches; the
whole is encased in a circular
frame. Further research is needed
to determine if the style relates to
a particular painter or if the
design was specified at the
commission.

“When a widow dies her arms are impaled with her husband’s in a
lozenge (but no crest) the ground of the hatchment to be all black.’19
There are ten hatchments in East Kent for widows all of which adhere
to the rules.
18

43.3
Summers Peter and Titterton John Hatchments in Britain Vol. 10,
Phillimore 1994

19
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That of Mary MURRAY in Lydd All
Saints shows her arms inescutcheon
on those of her husband.

Fox-Davies20 adds the hatchment of a
widow like that of a wife, should be
devoid of mantling but that of Mary
GODFREY in Norton St Mary has an
uncut mantle that covers the background
to such an extent that only a small amount
is visible.

A good example of the arms of both
husband and his widow can be found in
Rolvenden St Mary the Virgin. They
are
for
HUTTON
impaling
MONYPENNY
as
Rev.
John
HUTTON married Silvestra, daughter
of James MONYPENNY and his wife
Silvestra, the daughter and co-heiress
of Rev. Thos. BLACKWELL in 1803.

20

ibid
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In both cases the arms to sinister are for MONYPENNY but Summers
does not identify the difference in the arms depicted for MONYPENNY
on the two hatchments. The hatchment for Rev. John HUTTON is
Gules on a fess or between three cushions ermine tasselled or a fleurde-lys (HUTTON) impaling Qly 1st and 4th Vert a dolphin naiant or
(MONYPENNY), 2nd and 3rd , Azure three cross crosslets fitchy issuing
from three crescents or (CATHCART).
The hatchment of his wife
Silvestra is HUTTON impaling
Qly 1st and 4th Vert a dolphin
urinant or (MONYPENNY) 2nd
CATHCART, 3rd Azure three
pallets argent, on a chief gules
a lion passant guardant or all
within a bordure ermine
(BLACKWELL).
Added to this Rev. Phillips
MONYPENNY, brother of Silvestra, who married Charlotte, daughter
of Sir Edward DERING Bt. uses Qly 1st and 4th a dolphin urinant on
his seal21. More research is needed into the anomalies in the arms to
sinister.

21

www.robertsewell.ca/monypenny.
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When a widow re-marries she uses the arms she had as a maiden. In a
case such as this, by just looking at the arms confusion can arise.
There is a hatchment for Rev.
Montague PENNINGTON (Deal
St George) in which the arms to
sinister are not identified by
Summers22 but Sable a cross
potent or are the arms of ALLAN
of Finchley.23 Published works24
record the marriage of Montague
PENNINGTON
to
Mary
WATTS the widow of Capt.
WATTS R.N. and this is verified
in the parish registers of Deal St Leonard for 23 January 180425.
Six Commissioned Officers of the Royal Navy by the name of WATTS
are recorded between 1666 and 1808 but only one, John WATTS, was
commissioned within an appropriate timescale.26 His obituary states
that ‘…on his passage from Goree to St Jagon on the 4th of March last,
Captain Watts of His Majesty’s ship Osprey, after an illness of five
months aged 45years, thirty-two of which he spent in the Navy. He was
one of Captain Cook’s officers in his last voyage….27 He was born in
London 24 June 1755, went to sea in 1770; commissioned a Lieutenant

22

Peter Summers Ed. Hatchments in Britain Vol. 5 Kent, Surrey and Sussex
Deal St George pg 23.1, Phillimore 1985
23
Burke q.v.
24
Courtney W.P Oxford Dictionary of National Biography 1885-1900 Vol
4
25
CCA Deal St Leonard Marriage Register U3/95 1793-1805 pg 237
26
Syrett David and DiNaro R.L. Commissioned Officers of the Royal Navy
1660-1815, Scolar Press 1994
27
Naval Chronicles Vol 5 Jan-Jul 1801
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in 178128 and Commander in 1795.29 In his will he left everything to
his wife Mary.30 John WATTS married Mary ALLEN 24 December
1797 at St George’s Hanover Square, Middlesex31.
Cadency marks usually refer to sons but they can apply to daughters.
In impaling a coat, you never put any marks of cadency for the first,
second and third daughter; but if there be any marks of cadency on
the father’s coat, all his daughters must continue the same.32
There is a hatchment in Fordwich St Mary for Valentine NORTON that
clearly shows that the impalement for his wife, Catherine WICKHAM
bears a mullet as a brisure of cadency.
William WICKHAM born in
Canterbury February 1553 and
died in Aprill 1624 according to a
monumental brass33 reputed to be in
the chancel of the parish church of
Islington. At the four corners of the
copy of this inscription are four
shields, the first of which is
Wickham, charged with a crescent
for difference but no blazon. He
married as his first wife Mary PIERCE of Canterbury and they had one
daughter Catherine who married Valentine NORTON of Fordwich 16
28

Phillip Arthur Voyage of governor Phillip of Botany Bay with an account
of the establishment of the Colonies of Port Jackson and Norfolk Island
chapter xxi pg. 321 3rd. Ed., London 1790
29
Naval Chronicles q.v.
30
TNA PCC Will 29 December 1798 Proved 08 Jun 1801 PROB11/1358
31
Westminster Marriage Transcripts
32
Edmonson q.v.
33
The brass is not recorded in The History and Antiquities of the Parish of
Islington Nelson John 3rd Ed., London 1829
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January 1609. A disputed pedigree gives William as the third child not
the third son of his parents, Edward WICKHAM and Elizabeth
WILLIAMSON. Catherine was her father’s heiress yet the arms are
impaled and not on an inescutcheon34. This hatchment is complex
overall but mentioned here as an example of a brisure of cadency for a
daughter.
Published works rarely mention the heraldic possibilities for a woman
who had two husbands. The hatchment for Thomasine BOWLES (Deal
St Leonard) is for a woman who was in that situation. The first was
George NICHOLS of Deal and the second was Alexander RENTON.
She died in1729.
To quote Wollaston “The arms are traditional arms of BOWLES35, but
not authoritative”. Those used for NICHOLLS are the family of
Cornwall36 and those for RENTON are of Lammerton in Scotland37 but
no connections have been made in either case. The birth of Thomazin
BOWLES, daughter of Vallentine BOWLES and Elizabeth BOWLES
was recorded at the Monthly Meeting of the Society of Friends in
Folkestone38. Both marriages are recorded in the parish registers of
Deal St Leonard but in 171039 she was widowed for a second time and
became a woman of property in Deal40, dying41 in 1729.
34

The complexity of the arms on this hatchment are discussed in full in
Smith P M ‘The Genealogical Value of hatchments in some East Kent
Churches’ unpublished thesis 2014 IHGS
35
Summers Peter Hatchments in Britain Kent, Surrey and Sussex vol.5 Deal
St Leonard pg. 24.5, Phillimore 1985;
36
Papworth J W An Ordinary of British Armorials Vol 2 pg 1020, London
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Paul James Balfour An Ordinary of Scottish Arms, Edinburgh 1895
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Society of Friends’ Registers, Class: RG6; Piece: 1347, TNA
39
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40
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The small shields on this
hatchment identify the
order of the marriages
but the notable fact is the
use of a helm and
mantling on the arms of a
woman.

A hatchment is strictly and purely personal, and in the days when the
use of such an article was an everyday matter, the greatest attention
was paid to the proper marshalling of the arms thereon’.42 The
foregoing examples must raise the question as to the truth of this
statement especially for women who, until the Married Women’s
Property Act were under the ‘protection’ of a man from birth to death
for a maiden bears the arms of her father and a husband bears her arms
for her on his own shield.
The suggestion was made43 that the correct way for a married woman
to use arms, if she wishes to have a personal display rather than that of
her husband, is to place her husband’s arms impaled with her own upon
a shield suspended from a true lover’s knot, and without helmet,
mantling crest or motto even though he acknowledges that the arms are
never suspended in this distinctly feminine manner but this did not
come to fruition.

May 1729. U3/95
42
Fox-Davies q.v.
43
ibid
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This subject was still under discussion in the middle of the 20th
century.44 Currently a woman may bear arms either by inheritance from
her father or because she has been granted arms in her own right. Miss
Catherine MIDDLETON could have been granted arms in her own right
prior to her marriage, but her father commissioned the College in his
name, since the rule about the use of a crest still applies because it
remains a male attribute, her arms were suspended by a lover’s knot
despite the foregoing comments relating to a lover’s knot and maiden
ladies. The descendency of the arms will be through her brother Mr
James MIDDLETON as his father’s male heir. There is a change for a
married woman now as she may bear either the arms granted to her
alone by patent or those of her father as has been the custom or those of
her husband alone, on a shield with a small differencing mark to
distinguish her from her father or husband45.
Fox-Davies describes the descriptions of how a lady may bear arms in
basic heraldic textbooks as rather glib. These examples would indicate
that there is considerable truth in this but it may in part be down to the
choice of heraldic painter. Only the hatchment for James CECIL
(Margate St John) can be attributed to a specific craftsman; many of the
others appear to have been painted by ‘country painters’, possibly those
employed by coach-builders. In which case, unless given specific
instructions by the client, they may have used the reference material
available to them resulting in some inaccuracies or anomalies which
may be an explanation in the case of Sylvestra HUTTON neé
MONYPENNY.
Of course the only confirmation of the right to arms in England and
Wales lies with the College of Arms and in depth research has indicated
that in several cases quoted here arms were used not granted by patent.
**************
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Woodcock q.v.
www.college-of-arms.gov.uk/resources/the-law-of-arms
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Love letters in a skip . . . .
By Liz Yule
Decades ago the husband of a colleague found some old letters and
documents in a skip. Something made him pick them up and take them
home, and they sat in a garage for the next thirty years. Many years
later my colleague mentioned them to me, and the contents piqued my
interest. The course of true love clearly did not run smoothly . . . .
The Letters
Five letters exist from September and October 1930, with two more
dated September 1931 and December 1933. They are all to James or
Jimmie Packman, and are
from Dorothy, who also
signs herself “DCEB”. The
letters
reveal
Dorothy
working as a governess,
whilst they are addressed to
James in various locations,
including to his place of
work, as a librarian at the
London
School
of
Economics.
The first of the letters, dated 12th
September 1930, suggests that
their romantic relationship is
clearly not going as Dorothy
would like. She berates him for
not writing, and asks if he is bored by her. She suggests they are
growing apart, as they haven’t seen each other since February that year.
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These themes are continued in an extensive letter of 26th September
1930. Dorothy declares “how much I love you” to James, although she
suggests he may not find this rational. She has recently taken new
lodgings, and is learning how landladies treat their husbands, and teases
that this might be useful for her one day. However, it is clearly the case
that at a recent encounter James rejected Dorothy, and made it clear that
he did not wish to take their relationship any further. Sadly she realises
“you don’t love me as much as I love you”.

In a letter of just a few days later, Dorothy seems to have forgotten her
previous understanding of James’ feelings, but states she is happy to
wait for him, even if this is for some years.

Dorothy says that her father is happy to accept their religious
differences, for she is a Roman Catholic: she even appears to have told
people that they are engaged. James’ reply doesn’t survive, but by
November that year it is apparent that he does not wish to see her, and
that he regretted letting her get so close.
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By the time of the two letters of 1931 and 1933, it is clear that their
earlier relationship is well and truly behind them. Gone are Dorothy’s
entreaties and declarations of love, and she even jokes “are you married
yet”. Time must have been a healer.
The Documents
The documents which survive with these letters all relate to James
Packmans’ later life, and it is clear that he travelled widely in the 1940s
and 1950s, particularly in Africa, as the librarian of the Royal Empire
Society.
A 1936 Motoring Diary also exists, and is
filled in systematically by James, recording
in detail where and how far he drove, when
he filled the car with petrol and oil, together
with briefer comments on golfing exploits.
Few entries are made of family or friends, but
a mysterious entry in August 1936 shows that
he was “in Edinburgh with D”.
Who is D? Is it Dorothy? Did they later patch things up and go on to
marry?
What happened next?
It is first important to establish the identity of Dorothy C E B. Some of
her letters are addressed from Barrow in Furness, and so it looks like
she is a northern girl. Looking at records of General Registration, there
is only one birth which fits this information: Dorothy C E Bellhouse,
born in the December quarter of 1904 in the Barrow registration district.
A quick search of marriage records confirms my suspicions: James
Packman married Dorothy Bellhouse in 1934 in the Westminster
registration district. Perhaps a few years apart was what was required!
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No children to this couple were found in birth records of General
Registration. Further research suggests that they both went on to have
successful careers, James as a librarian and Dorothy as a head teacher,
and founder of St Hilarys School, in Sevenoaks.
Whilst researching their earlier lives, it became clear that James’ father
died just a year after he was born, in 1906. The 1911 census finds James
living with an uncle in the Civil Service, who perhaps helped in James’
later career. His mother Lydia was then working as a dressmaker,
presumably helping ends meet. His deceased father, also named James,
was recorded as a piano-forte finisher in census records – certainly
concert and musical programmes survived with the letters, and young
James appears to be from a musical background.
Dorothy’s own father was Frank Bellhouse, a master mariner, and her
mother was Constance Brown. Looking into Constance’s family
history further, it was clear that music was an important factor in their
lives too. Her father Edward Brown was an organist and music teacher,
whilst Constance’s brother was Edward Godfrey Brown: he had an
illustrious musical career, and was an early director of music at the BBC
in the 1920s and 1930s. He even has a blue plaque outside his former
house, commemorating his achievements.
Was it a shared musical background that initially drew Dorothy and
James together? Or perhaps that they were both living away from their
families in the 1930s, and were lonely. In later decades it appears that
James spent time living in Africa, whilst Dorothy remained in Kent,
running her school: only James is listed in shipping lists, whilst Dorothy
and her pupils’ achievements are noted in local Kent newspapers.
James himself died in Exeter, whilst Dorothy remained in Kent, where
she died in Tunbridge Wells.

**************
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OBITUARY
Professor David George Hey, MA, PhD
(18 July 1938 – 14 February 2016)
It is with regret that we have to record the
passing of Professor David Hey, one of the
leaders of the family history revolution in
the 1970s. A well-known author on family
and local history, David served as
President of the British Association for
Local History and as Chairman of the
Council of the British Record Society. In
2005, the Trustees of the Institute were
pleased to award David Hey the
prestigious Bickersteth Medal to acknowledge his numerous notable
and exemplary contributions to family history studies.
Our condolences to David’s Wife, Pat, and to their family.
**************
NEW BOOKS IN THE BOOKSHOP
Historical Research Using British Newspapers. Denise Bates
Newspapers are an indispensable sources of information on all aspects
of our ancestors’ lives, from birth, marriage and death announcements
to who won first prize at the village fete. This book gives practical
advice on methods for online searching and discusses the reliability of
newspapers as a resource and the pitfalls to avoid.
Marriage Law for Genealogists: The Definitive Guide. Rebecca Probert
A useful guide for all family historians tracing the marriages of their
English and Welsh ancestors. It explains the different laws governing
marriage and how they changed and how you might interpret your
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ancestors marriages based on them. It discusses the how, where, who
and why people married.
Tracing Your Ancestors through Local History Records. J. Oates
The author looks at the origins and importance of local history from the
sixteenth century onwards and at the principal archives – national and
local, those kept by government, councils, boroughs, museums,
parishes, schools and clubs. He also explains how books, photographs
and other illustrations, newspapers, maps, directories, and a range of
other resources can be accessed and interpreted and how they can help
to fill a gap in your knowledge.
Remember Then: Women's memories of 1946-1969 and how to write
your own. Janet Few
The memories of 80 women who lived in Britain during the pivotal
period 1946-1969. The women describe their homes and
neighbourhoods, clothes housework and food, education and work,
health and childbearing, leisure and celebrations, as well as more
emotive subjects, such as relationships and attitudes.
Researching Adoption: An Essential Guide to Tracing Birth Relatives
and Ancestors. K. Bali
This is a guide for anyone who wants to research an adoption in the
family. It examines methods and resources for researching family
mysteries deep in the past plus ideas, advice and guidance for linking
up with birth relatives.
**************
The Institute produces a monthly newsletter. To subscribe email
registrar@ihgs.ac.uk. To submit a notice for the newsletter or an article
for Family History contact librarian@ihgs.ac.uk.
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